
NP/21/0110/FUL Pencastell, Moylegrove (Environmental concerns) 

As former Newport Area Environment Group secretary, I think it important to comment on 
the environmental impact of the materials and other matters proposed in this application.


The applicant’s Planning Statement states:-


Existing Dwelling  
“The current dwelling….is unsustainable and uses low quality materials” and later “Natural 
materials…more subtle colourings….will create a home which fits perfectly on the site” 
Accented Architecture 
d. “we are proposing using traditional materials, aluminium windows, zinc” 
Sustainable Design   
“At the heart of the design process is the requirement to contribute to the objectives of 
sustainable development” 
“the proposed design will pursue the objectives of….effective protection of the 
environment; prudent use of where possible locally sourced materials and resources.” 
“Concrete: The home is built using traditional materials, a steel frame erection, and a 
cavity concrete block envelope”  
“Steel Work Framing: …….20% recycled metal” 

The material used in the C19 part of the existing buiding is local traditional stone with low 
embodied energy and the building is sustainable:- 
“Sustainable building can be said to have been achieved when the opportunities to 
prevent pollution, exhaustion of resources and attacks on the landscape in all these 
phases have been used optimally” (Studies in Environmental Science by H. Wever MSc)


In contrast the materials proposed for the replacement building are neither “locally 
sourced”, “traditional” or “sustainable”:-


Aluminium - the extraction of aluminium causes enormous environmental and social 
damage (see Felix Padel’s book ‘Out of this Earth: East India Adivasis and the Aluminum 
Cartel’)  
The EPA says that the release of perfluorocarbons during the aluminum smelting process 
is 9,200 times more harmful than carbon dioxide in terms of the effect on global warming.


Cement - “If the cement industry were a country it would be the third largest CO2 emitter 
in the world, surpassed only by China and the US” (Carbon Brief 13/9/2019)


Concrete - “Among materials, only coal, oil or gas are a greater source of greenhouse 
gases than concrete. Concrete uses one tenth of global industrial water use, 75% of this 
is in drought and water stressed regions”. (Chatham House report 2019)


Steel - Steel production is more energy intensive than concrete.

“On average, 1.83 tons of CO2 is emitted for every ton of steel produced making steel 
production a major contributor to global warming adding over 3,3 million tons annually to 
global emissions” (TheWorldCounts). 


Western Solar’s Tŷ Solar homes at Glanrhyd and Rhos y Gilwen demonstrate that it is 
possible to build genuinely sustainable homes using locally sourced, traditional materials.


(continued on next page) 

http://planet.wwu.edu/archives/2006/articles/fall/popping-the-top.php


Is the applicant using the aforementioned materials because he proposes a two storey 
building which is not suitable in an exposed coastal location that has double the UK 
average annual windspeed? 

A one storey building would better withstand the high windspeeds at this location, as 
evidenced by the existing building which has done so for the last 170 years.

https://www.metoffice.gov.uk/research/climate/maps-and-data/uk-climate-averages/
gck8xgx7x


The applicant proposes using “more subtle colourings”, however the well documented 
tradition of painting Pembrokeshire’s coastal houses and church towers white in order to 
aid the navigation of ships has been established for centuries - hence the white painted 
exterior of the existing house. (see page 74 of ‘The Ancient Borough of Newport in 
Pembrokeshire’  by local historian Dilwyn Miles - PDF attached below)
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